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Homework #7

1. The hmmtst.m file, in conjunction with allvecs.m, allow us to perform vector quan-
tization and then HMM-based pattern-matching. First generate a 15-filterbank repre-
sentation of the digits dataset with 60-millisecond windows.

x = trn(’digits’,@(x,y) filterbank(x,y,60,15));

Then experiment with at least 3 different quantization options with allvecs.m and 3
different HMM options with hmmtst.m and report on your results.

Once you’ve downloaded these files from the website, use the help command to find
out their syntax. Turn in an m-file with the code to recreate your HMMs and results.
Turn in a separate pdf file (1pp max) describing your results.

Do not use the corrected av2.m code above!

2. non-programming option Using the HMM below, alculate the most likely path for
the string abba using the Viterbi algorithm and turn in the matrix. Calculate
forward probabilities as well and turn in that matrix.

tr = [.2 .4 .4; .1 .2 .7; .7 .2 .1];

e = [.4 .6; .1 .9; .2 .8];

s = {’a’ ’b’};

programming option Implement the Viterbi algorithm. Your function should take
a string, transition matrix, emissions matrix, and alphabet as arguments and
return the probability of the most likely path along with that path.

3. 578 only: What is Viterbi training and how does it differ from Baum–Welch training?
Use matlab examples to make this clear. (2pp max.)

Things to remember:

1. This is due by the beginning of class on Apr. 19.

2. Remember: nothing late. Don’t wait until the last minute to do this or print things or
email things. . . .

3. You may certainly talk to each other about this and other assignments, but everyone
must turn in their own work. (If you do talk to others, I need to see evidence that you
are doing more than listening and writing down what others say.)


